Mentorship for Recruitment, Retention and Self-Care

Jade Alburo
Marisa Méndez-Brady
UCLA Library

Nicollette Brant
Laura Jara
Information Studies, UCLA
Entering The Profession: Navigating Librarianship
Finding a Supportive Community
Keeping your sanity in LIS: pulling as you climb
Coalition
Building Resisting
Exploitative
Spaces
Where might you provide intentional mentorship for POC in your institutions?
Questions?

Jade Alburonjalburolibrary.ucla.edu@JadeLibrarian

Nicollette Brantnjbrantlibrary.ucla.edunjbrantlibrary.ucla.edu@nicollettebrant

Laura Jaralaurajaralibrary.ucla.edu@runningwithdata

Marisa Méndez-Bradymmendezbradylibrary.ucla.edu@mendezbradylibrary.ucla.edu@msmendezbradymendezbradylibrary.ucla.edu